


Supporting your child’s wellbeing
• Creating the right environment
• Managing stress
• The importance of sleep!

How to help with revision
• Planning and preparation
• The Revision Revolution

Exams
• Setting them up for the day



Creating the right environment
✓ Provide a calm, quiet, clear place to study

✓ Make sure they have all the resources that they 
need

✓ Ensure the calendar isn’t packed with extra-curricular activities 
and busy weekends during exams

✓ Keep an eye on how the phone is being used

✓ Try to pick your battles!



Managing stress



“The word stress is usually used to describe the feelings that 
people experience when the demands made on them are 
greater than their ability to cope. At such times people can 
often feel overloaded, under tremendous pressure and very 
tense or emotional. Stress affects everyone, young and old 
and is a completely normal reaction that all human beings 
will experience from time to time when faced with situations 
that they feel under pressure in.”

Anxiety UK



David Spiegel: Stanford University’s associate 
chair of Psychiatry and Behavioural Sciences

What is the difference between stress and anxiety?

“With stress, we know what’s worrying us but with 
anxiety you become less aware of what you’re 
anxious about [in the moment] and the reaction 
becomes the problem. You start to feel anxious about 
being anxious.”



• Exam nerves are normal and are actually helpful.
‘Research shows that moderate levels of anxiety actually         
energise test takers…and contribute to their success.’

• Being prepared will help her to feel less nervous.
‘If your daughter feels anxious and you know that she has     
yet to buckle down, say, in a nice way, “Of course you’re 

nervous for the test – you’re not ready. It’s as if you’re 
showing up for opening night without knowing your lines 
or having gone to rehearsal. When you study your anxiety 
will go down.”’





Managing stress
✓Help them to put everything into perspective
✓ Planning & organisation is key
✓ Ensure they make time to relax and unwind, every night
✓Make sure the schedule isn’t too packed
✓ Encourage exercise!
✓ Suggest a Mindfulness or meditation app
✓ Ensure they eat and drink sensibly
✓ Encourage them to talk to people who may be able to 

help 
✓ Friends are important – they will need their support



“Talking through a child’s troubles is healthy in 
moderation. But when children routinely engage in what 
psychologists call “co-rumination”—excessively rehashing 
and speculating about problems with a parent or a 
friend—it can amplify stress, impair judgment and 
increase the risk of developing anxiety and depression.” 

The risks of co-rumination

Dr. Amanda Rose, American Psychology professor

Link to article: https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-overdiscuss-your-teens-problems-1517589329#comments_sector

https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-overdiscuss-your-teens-problems-1517589329#comments_sector


Success = Growth mindset + sleep

Dr. Lisa Damour

The importance of sleep!



How much sleep should my child be getting each 
night?

9 hours  - NHS & Dr. Lisa Damour

8 – 10 hours – National Sleep Foundation



✓ The bed should be for sleeping; not working, socialising, or 
watching TV

✓ Light emitted by digital technology disrupts melatonin; the 
hormone that causes drowsiness after dark – no electronic 
devices for at least half an hour before bed

✓ Make a rule where no one in the family is allowed electronic 
devices after a certain time

✓ Consider buying a cheap alarm clock if they normally use the 
alarm on the phone

Ensuring good quality sleep



Preparation is key

• Organise resources  - notes, revision materials, 
pens, calculator all need to be easily accessible

• Have a plan!







Revision timetable

1. Divide each subject up into manageable topics 

E.g.

Science

Biology

Topic B1

Transport processes



2. Make a timetable for each day
Monday Tuesday Wednesda

y
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

9am

School
School School School

School

Hobby Physics 2

10am Hobby Eng lit 2

11am Hobby Drama 2

12am Lunch Lunch

1pm Art 2 Break

2pm French 2 Hobby

3pm Break Maths 2 Eng lang 2

4pm Break Break Break Break Social 
time

Break Biology 2

5pm Maths 1 Art 1 Swimming Eng lit 1 Social 
time

Chem 2 History 2

6pm Dinner Dinner Swimming Dinner Social 
time

Dinner Dinner

7pm Chem 1 Eng Lang 
1

Dinner French 1 Dinner Relax Relax

8pm Drama 1 History 1 Physics 1 Biology 1 Relax Relax Relax



•Be specific about subject and topic – time shouldn’t 
be wasted deciding what to do

•Make sure it is realistic – make time for exercise, 
socialising, relaxing, eating and sleeping

•Make sure there is a routine – especially for sleep



The Revision Revolution
Short bursts

Revise for 20-30 minutes then a 5 minute break

They must be strict about the break!

What can they do in the break to ensure their brain has had a rest?

• Make a drink

• Collect a snack 

• Walk around

• Check their phone



The process of revision



1. Condense

• Reducing information into manageable ‘chunks’

- Knowledge organisers

- Key cards

As the content is learnt the notes become briefer

Warning: This should never be a copying exercise!



2. Memorise

• Acronyms

• Picture stories

• Mnemonics

• Read, cover, test

• Read out loud, record and play back 

• Mapping

The brain remembers 
colour and images more 
readily than black text



3. Retrieve 

• Test, test, test!

• Quizzing

• Cover and recall

• Tassomai

• On line resources – Tassomai, Hegarty maths, Sam Learning, 
Kerboodle



4. Apply

• Make links between topics

• Answer exam questions and then self mark 

(think carefully about command words)



5. Review 

Time for honest reflection!

• Review what can be ‘retrieved’ (PLC’s can be helpful here)

• Review application

Make a note of what needs more revision and ensure it’s added to 
the revision timetable so there is time to come back to it



The process of revision



REVISION 
TIPS



In summary

• Preparation is key

• Short bursts of active revision are much better than long 
spells of staring at a page

• Keep testing and reviewing what has been learnt

Revision revolution: 

DGS website/Learning/Teaching and Learning



The day of the exam

• Have everything laid out the night before, to avoid last minute panics!

• Ensure he/she has a healthy, filling breakfast. Oats are great for 
sustained energy (porridge or muesli/granola) and protein-rich foods 
such as eggs are great for ensuring an alert brain. Avoid a lot of sugar.

• Check he/she has a bottle of water (plastic bottle with no label) with 
her and that she has either a packed lunch or money on her account.

• STAY POSITIVE AND CALM – EVEN IF YOU’RE NOT FEELING IT!



Thursday 20th August

• Having a ‘back-up’ plan if things 
don’t quite go their way is really 
important 

• Make sure this is arranged well in 
advance – don’t leave it until results 
day

• Breathe a sigh of relief that it’s all 
over!





Supporting Young People 
with Managing Exam Pressure

CAMHS SPA School In Reach



STRESS
A physical reaction

Survival mechanism 

Fight or flight 
emergency state

Less able to think clearly, 
learn or remember

BBC Managing Stress https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnpQrMqDoqE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnpQrMqDoqE


www.cwmt.org.uk
myresilience.org

Poul Lundgaard Bak, MD

Our brains…



The Thinking Brain & The Alarm Brain

Thinking Brain
In the frontal part of our 

brain, thoughts & positive 
feeling for other people are 

created. This part of the 
brain holds helpful 

resources
(problem solving skills / 

planning / other 
experiences)

Alarm Brain
This part of the brain 

monitors dangerous and 
uncomfortable feelings / 

situations

www.cwmt.org.uk
myresilience.org

Poul Lundgaard Bak, MD



What causes stress for young people?



What can parents / carers do to help?

• Encourage your child to try their best

• GCSEs largely focus on what they are capable of academically. 

They won’t necessarily reflect how talented they may be in other areas

• GCSEs are for a season

They’re important and need to be taken seriously but, however tough it 
may seem, they’ll be over before you know it

• Some practical suggestions…









Daily Activities: the Fabulous Four
When you’re stressed or feeling low you might stop doing things that lift your spirits. 

This can be a vicious circle and make you feel even worse. 

Things I enjoy Activities that give a sense of 

achievement

Physical Exercise Social Activities that connect me 

with others



Eating & Sleeping – keeping a routine



Stress First Aid Kit

self-soothing ideas

Touch

Smell Taste

Look

Hear

Gather up all your ideas and place in a special box in your room



Stop… 
before you do anything –

Mind 8 relaxation tips - Breathing 29 secs – 1 min 15
http://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/tips-for-everyday-living/relaxation/relaxation-tips/?o=6833#.WJeeYcvfWhB

http://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/tips-for-everyday-living/relaxation/relaxation-tips/?o=6833#.WJeeYcvfWhB


Caring, safe and excellent

• Ask questions

• Challenge unhelpful thoughts

• Positive Self Talk

• Problem solving approach 

• Then…. let go, distract or do nothing?



Caring, safe and excellent

Problem Solving

What is the problem? List all the possible solutions 

What would happen if I chose this solution? 
- In the short term? In the long term? 

Is this plan doable? Yes/No How good is this plan? Rate 0-10

Have a go….
What happened? Reflect



What if you are worried for your child?

GCSEs should not:



Caring, safe and excellent



BBC Managing Stress https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnpQrMqDoqE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnpQrMqDoqE

